'BIOGE~TIC

STRUCTURALISM" AND THE LOCATION OF STRUCTURES*
STRUCTURES~'<
STRUCTURALISM'

In the heyday of 'high' structuralism it was sometimes
argued, explicitly or implicitly, that the ultimate
'explanation' of cultural structures was to be found in the
properties of 'the human mind'. This argument, it was
perhaps felt, shifted the problem of explanation to the
realm 'of philosophr, which many anthropologists considered
outsiqe their concern. It was not surprising, therefore,
of, a more materialist persuas'ion
that $ceptics ofa
persuasion would
critiofze structuralist analysis for being an essentially
idealJtst or mentalist undertaking.
undertakirig. Even so, the analytical
idea11stormentalist
value, of the notion of structures (in the Levi-Straussian
anthrosense,'hasbeen increasingly recognized, even by anthro
pologists of a materialist
materia~ist stance (e.g. in the 'structural
marx,j;sm' of Maurice
Jonatl1an Friedman
marx.i;sm'
Naurice Godelier (1973) and Jonathan
(1974),
(1974)1 to the extent
extent that nowadays only the most ardent
'vul$ar materialists' feel they can do without it. This
'vul¢ar
devefopment has not, however, done away with the problem
of t~e locatiori of structures; the problem has only been
push~d into the background, because other problems were.
were
push~d
felt: by most to be of more immediate concern.

.,

.
'

or not we have been bothered by the location
problelf1 we should all welcome the pioneering work of two
problelfl
auth'prl;l, Charles Laughlin, an anthropologist, and Eugene
auth'prl;j,
psych~atrist, in which they lay the foundations
d' Aqui!i, ~ psych~atrist,
of aneW structural approach, 'biogenetic structuralism'.
In the! introduction
they state:
to the.
book ,
f
~f.lt'whether
~ptwhether

~

onttJlbgical-:assumption upon which biogenetic
onttllbgical-:assumption
str\.ibturalism
str~bturalism is founded is that there exists no reality
intervening between the central nervous system and the
environment. The corollary is that all other presumed
levejOs of reality have analytic status only. Thus,
when: philosophers speak of 'mind', psychologists speak
when;philosophers
of 'personality', American anthropologists speak of
'culture', and sociologists and social anthropologists
p~tterns
speak of 'society', they are referring to p~tterns
abstracted from behavioral (or introspective) equivalents
of internal brain processes. Behavior viewed from our
perspective is the synthesis derived from the dialectic
between the brain as thesis and environment as anti
antithesis (ll} emphasis original).
Th~rnajor
Th~major

And faced with these two realities there is no doubt in
their minds (sorry, brains) as to the location of
structures:
The strength of biogenetic structuralist theory •••
lies in its capacity to explain much of the cognitive
and structural aspects of classical struct4ralism by
lodging structures squarely in specific cerebral
structures and functions (14-15).
~':

This article was written as abonsideration
a consideration of
Biogenetic Structuralism by Charles D. Laughlin Jr.
and Eugene G. d' Aquili. 1974, New York: Columbia
University Press. All page references, unless otherwise
stated, are to this work (eds)o

"
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And they go ong
It furthennore
furthermore combines'this
combines' this strength with an evolutionary
perspective that allows one to consider the evolution of
cerebral structures in light of the sweep of hominid
evolution arid the probable adaptive consequences of each
major structure (15).

.'

The evolutionary perspective' is emphasized throughout the,
pre...
book. Chapter 2 deals with the, transition from the pre~
hominid level to the level of Homo Sapiens in terms of the
relation between brain size and intelligenoe, defined in
in. the,
evol~tional=y
cfa species in relation to
evol~tiona~y sense as 'the capacity ofa
any other species to differentiate 'and integrate perceptual
information into adaptive neural moctels
models of their environment'
(20). Besides brain size, intelligence is also a matter of the
neural organisation of the brain. Some have argued in favour
of size, others of organisation as the important factor in the
evolution of intelligence. The authOrs adopt a ' position', ,'
between the two extremes,and as the focus is on adaptation,
or adaptive behaviour~
behaviour, the long-term increase of intelligence
is seen as ~ sY$t,emiP
potnprisi~g increasing brain
sy~t,emip causali~y
causali~y potnprisi~g
size~ neural reorganisatiori and behavioral changes.
size,
It is
argued that the interaction between those factors at a certain
stage resulted 1n the critical shift in the functioning of the '
brain. 'That is.
buildup of neural complexity
is, the quantitative buildUp
created by
'the time ofaustralopithecines resulted in an
by'the
1J,17~m,
t,~e a,ssociati.ve
a, ssociati,ve capabilities
capabUities
1J.17~m,ate,
ate. q,uali~aE~v~1banae
q.uali~aE~V~1banae in",
in... t.~e
of,t:h~
orig~nal).'
of·th~ hoJtiilll:4b;~~Jlt
hoJtiil11;4'b;~~pt '3S'!i!11lp.h~IiI·U
L3S'!i!l1lp.h~Iil·U orig~nal).'
" ,'

, HavinS"
'" ,," tllU'$r~achedhumanity,
';'!'<"<'>': ,i':C:i
,

~
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chapter 33' addresses the subject
Havingthu$feachedhumanity, chapter
of 'cerebral adaptation and hominid evolution'. 'It does so '
at some length, describing
descrlbing ,the
the different cerebral subsystems"
their structure and ~unction,
~unction, arid a short review cannot do
justice to the complex and detailed, but very well present..
present..
ed and eaai1yreadable,
eaailyreadable, expositiori. ,The same applies to
ohapter 4 on O~ognitive
O~ognitive extension of prehension', a 'notion
which refers to the critical shift just mentioned and denotes,
roughly, the ability to associate events and objects
Objects other
than those completely present
in the sensory field. Most of
preserttin
the content of these two,chapters,ls
two chapters is likely to be novel to
the average' ,5'ocial
.5'ocial anthropologist, but 1 shall only mention a
couple of points that I find particularly intriguing.
One point relates to the debate between localizationists
and generalists. i.e. between those who hold that a specific
area of the brain corresponds
oorresponds to, or controls, a specific
function and those who hold that the brain is t,o be r~garded
r~garded
as functionally one single organ. Both sides can bring
experimental results as evidence for their position, and the
authors once
'again take 4 middle position~
position~ n~vipg'listed
Ifavipg'listed epe
tl1e
once'again
su~sys~em~ in ~)~a,ther
~)ra,ther loq~li~a~~pnf$~
cerebral S\,lllsys~em~
loq~li2;a~~pnf~~ ~.pn~~
JI}"pn~t;' t~~y
tl1~Y
qp ~o de$crib~
qe$crib~ a (n.
. ~~e.' #a$ci~ti.M~~lo8t,'
#a$ci~ti.M~~loet,' o~ mqdel,bf
go' '1P
q4~~e.'
mqdel, of
~e ,brC\tn. ',:1;'ha.t;.mqd.~lfigt'e~s''(~tt:Y
'we l1i
l.1i :~i1;b;;
:~it;b;; t,lle
t,be ,'8enii!~alht:
,'8ene~ali.~t:
:1;'ha.t;.mqd.~lfigt'e~s''(_I!:Y 'W
POf;li;~t~n~
Pf"tfl@'ttPlpgt~l>ll.'·'
POf;lt~t~n~ th~ a~lq~}iR9~J1$tMt
a~lq~}iR9.~J1$tMt ~f"tfl@'ttPlPgt~t>ll.'-'
(Holography iSaltlI1d
iSalt1I1d of photographY in which'light from
ev~q'iR~~t:l~,:ef, ~~~/;~ee~~I\~~~~~~Jr~~Il~~~~~n~e~rJ
g()ip'~s',:
~~~/;~ee~~I\~~~~~~Jr~~1J~~~~~n~e~rJ R()ip'~s',:
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,film'll forming an interference pattern instead ofa
on the filmp
of "a
picture. Holography is three-dimensional~
three-dimensional» and the whole'
interference pa:tt,ern
patt,ern is xecorde<;l.
recorde<;l. simultaneously on all parts
of the film so that a whole,
repr<;>duce(i,; from
whole. scene may be,
be :repr<;>duce<;!;
just a fragment of the film.; FUl:'thermq:pe»,a
nuln~er of
Fur-thermqre9.a large nuln~er
different scenes,
the sam,efUm :with, the
scenes may be recorded <:m,
qn.the
result that billions of bits of information may: be stored in
a single
sing~e square inch of film).
Applying the holographic analogy
to the brain 'would
,explain the enormous storag,e,
retriev~;t. ,"
'would·explainthe
storag,e. and, .retriev~;L
capacij,:y of our membry:circuitry'(80).,
however»,
membry,cirGuitry'(80)., It,is»
It.is 9 however
9, only ,an
analogy
beingcarrie,d awaypy the marvels of
analogy'llp and: instead' of beingcarrie,dawayt>y
technoilogy,the authors'
sob~:ring observation-g,
observatiC)ng, .'
authors· offer th;e:"i.ollow;i.pg,
th;e:,·follow;i.pg, sobe.:ring
anf intereisting, fac,t'
fact'; in· the,
the history of t1;1e
'It is ani
t1;'le neur01ogica,1.
neur01ogicaJ" .'
scienqes thatpat,every
likened. to"
to.",
that'll at, every stage»
stage'll the brain
bra,iIJ. has been likened,
the mQ§t complex technolbgy available at ,the time'J80),. ;' ,'
.,
Previqu8
and,comPreviqus analogies include clocks'll switc1;lboards
switchboards'llp and,com
puteq»
puter:;;9 and by going'on to holography
holographY 'we are continu;ing
a tim~-l)onored~
l;imitedp,tradition'.
tim~-nonored9 but 1;imited9tradition'.
Anpthe,r interesting theme is,
is. that of ,tl)eadaptive,
,the adaptive, value
of certain "'behavioral'
'·'behavioral' tra,its.
tra.its •.',As
,As with increasing brain
size It
{t similar evolutionary systemic causCllity is proposed
as a i:eplacement fo,r,'earlier,cause-:and-eff!i!qt
th~ol?ies. The·
The,
fo,r,'earliercause"7and-eff~qtth~o1?ies.
'beha\l'iqra'l' traits in question' are bipedalism»
bipedalism'll use of ,tools
tools
and u~e
"o,f language. ·To
'To put,
u~eof
put' it briefly»
briefly'll ongethe
bngethe neural
compleXity of
,the 'brain
brain had become sufficient
to make such
of·the
suffi,pientto
traits possibletheirs,uperior
possible their 's,uperior a.d.ap,tTv~:va,hie'
a,d.ap,tTv~:va·hie·made individuals
who pOi?sessed'thern.:fav9ured,
p09sesse:d~them':fav9ured. ,oyseleGtion.But"at,
'OyseleGt,ion.Bqt',at· this point
it seems that a certain "a:utomatismtoQk,
select:i;Q,n,
,.a:utOnlCl,tismtoQk. over the selectt<;>.n.
for adaptive intelligence»
intelligence'll with the result that 'behavioral'
models :emerged,:whQs,e adaptive value, was nil:
nil ;.
' ••• the
models:emerged,:whQs;eadaptive
process of
~and, ,elaboration
continues and
of.,modeL
modeL bu:ilding
bu:ild:i:pg ;and,
.elaborationcontinues
resul tsinadapt'ivel!.Y:su,p;erflU0tls,
many,
tsinadapt'ivel!.y.:sup;erf1;uous, ,behav,ioral:patterns»
.bepav.ioral:patterns 9 many.
of whiCl1 welearned· ooeall
bocall "culture,I\i(97).
A case; in,·
we' have :;learned'
"cultu~e,,,i(97). Acase,in
point is the trans:i!tionz'from
trans:i!tionzfrom "elementarY'
.'elementarY , tC)'qomplex'
t<;>'qomplex'
structures (L~vi~StiI'auss').
(L~vh·StiI'auss·). This ,is ;nC)t,t,0
;nQt;t,0 b~,taken
b~,taken to,
mean that
th~t the transition frC)m,nature
fr<;>m,nature ,to",culture,
,to",cultut:'e. 'is shifted
from th,eemergertce
th,eemergence of the:incest taboo,
taboo tQ.the·emergence
tqthe'emergence of·
Crow anqi
anql Omaha·systenis'r
Omaha,systenis'r it ,onlY meansthat'many
meansthat'maRY Qfth,e
phenome~a;,
phenome~a;,which form thesubl@ct ma;tt,qr~!O:f'
ma:tt,qr;iO'f· socia1~nthr9Pology
socia1~nthropology
are to pe rega;rded,»
view~ ,as,,"
,as.," "'.
," ..
regarded'9 from an ada:pCationa;1
adar-tatioFla;l point'of view~
pure luxury.' :",
"
l
' ,
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In chapter 5 on 'neurognostic models' we are again reminded
,'<i'•• , we conte1').cLthat
of the lQcation,axiomg
lQcation'axibmg ,'.'••.
contencLthat mod,els:;of;r:eality
and the cha:nnel~
tI_~~'
cha:nnel~ throughwhich;they'ai!'ejudged'
throughwhich;tpeY'ai!'ejudged' for "ftt tl_~~,'
with the I world are all cQmprised
,,' ;.;.
co;mprised ofr:~al,JleUroanatomical:~:
.0;fr:~al:Jl~uroanatornicalc~: . ",
materiali,and.,onlY'8uch
orig~;naiJ..
material» ,and. ,only ,such mate'rial 0,'. (1,00';, ~ph?s'is'
~ph?s'is' orig~;nai,f.
, . '"
Such modf;!ls
mod~ls are»
are'll furthepno~e~
furthepno~e» J;11;hetft,t,eg,a1').#;,J.il{1~:versaJ-9
J;I!;hetft,t,~g,an#;,~til{1~:versaJ-9 Qut.... ' ..... .
to some extentspecies...,speqif$q
extentspecies...,speGif~q ,evitle;t(loe,
for ,:,t;hi~;
,:.t;hi~; iprop09~tion:
ipropo9~tion:
.evitle;t110ef.or
is deduced frQm:.the
RsoGial '.
frem:.the exiscenci!e,;of.archEltypes(Jung)
existenGe<of.archEltypes.(Jung) 9sooial
.
organisation
on binary O,P1>os:i
tio,n O:;oevi-$,1:;rau13:s),
anq .
organisation: ,based.
.basedPnbinary
pppps:itio.n
(J:;.evi-$,l:;rau13:s), anq'
deep structure's· ;'of 1,anguage'(Ch0Ill;sky).·
l,anguage'(Ch0Ill;sky)., Acjditional·
e;y:ide.;nce
Ap,dit ional· e;Y:ide.;nce
is derived',
derived' fIlOm,the;
fI1orn·the; fie1ds'Q,f
fields.Q:f ,ethology:
'ethology: andl~arnil1g
andl~arnil1g theory.
Since cognition is ,r:.egarded.
,r.egarded as man's
man 's pr'ima:ry;:!,daptivemechanismp
pr'ima;ryp,daptiv~mechanism9
a main functionof,t:le,urogI).C)stic
function-of,t:le.urognostic models
mOdels is.\:o
is to satisfy the
'cognitive imperative'»
compUlsion to
imperative' 9 i.e.
Le. 'mall's
'man/a- ·universal,
·-universal, compulsion
order chaotic stimuli into meaningful pattelllS
1(114).
pattellls'(114).

~.
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unkno~m is seen as a reaction to the frustration
Fear of the unkno~vn
thisimperative
I'powers"p spirits~
spirits~ gods,
gods p etc.,
of this
imperative,p and 'thus "powers",
least p ,to satisfy the cognitive
Gome into being, partly at least,
imperative by supplying first causes to strips of observed
1;'eaiity' (117).

"

Chapter 6 on 'evolution and empiricism' is in my vie
view
•• one
of the least interesting., The authors contepdthat theorizing,
Or 'sciencing', is a universal human proclivity based on, '
inherited neurognostic models, and that it is done in th~
overthel.J'orld p namely by an 'inductive
'inductivesame fashion all overthel-10rld,namely
alternation 0, because, man is ',genetically pre
predeductive alternation',
Itappearsp
determined to do so' (142). It
appears 9 however
however,p that some
(anthropologists)' tend to violate
violate this genetic predispo~;ition
predisposition
by being pure. inductivists (iAvi-Strauss,Elman Service) or
pure dedu~tivists
dedu~tivistp (Radcliffe-Bro1VTI
(Radcliffe-Bro>VTIp9 Boas). Tneyare
L~v:l~Strauss-Homans&
criticized accordingly,
accordinglY9 and the L~v1~Strauss-Homans&
Schneider-Needham-and-so-on
Schneider-Needham-and~so-oncontroversy is depicted as one
of induction versus deduction.
Chapter 7,
7 9 allegedly on 'structuralism and language acquisi
acquisition',
tion'p contains a number of scattered observations wl).ich
wl),ich were
prev:louschapters. The biogenetic
~ot accommodated in the prev10uschapters.
View of the nature of structures is stressedg structures are
,
not ,ideal constructs, they are 'as ,"real" as the left ventricle
or cornea. In short, they are the neu!:,ognostic models dis'
L~vi-Strauss is
cussed at length .earlier
earlier in this book'(153). L~vi-Strauss
evolutionary biological
taken to task for not subscribing to
tO,evolutionary
e~planationsg 'he might have seen that prehominid group members
e~planationsg
wnose
wl)ose brain circuitry allowed for, or compelled, a tendency
toward organized intergroup exchange gave their groups survival
tQward
survival
acl,vantage over groups not developing such circuitry' (151),
but instead he resorts to 'metaphysics' in, his atteI)lpt
atteIJlpt to account
for structures., As for language acquisition, similarHy,the
problem ceases to exist once we are prepared to go beyond the
circuitry~
level of the linguistic fact to the level of brain circuitry~
Lenneberg,'s propositions in his
the authors fully agree with Lenneberg's
Biological Foundations of Language. The chapter ends by urging
a~thropologists to study sleep as a, universal biological
a~thropologists
'
phenomenon. ,
As will be evident by now, biogenetic s.tructuralism is
geared to the study of human universals to the almost total
exclusion of cultural particulars. Or, to be more precise,
manicultural particulars can be taken into account only as mani
underlyinguniversals.
festations of underlying
universals. This is a consequence of
inheritthe heavy emphasis on the view that all structures are inherit
real,9 material, neuroanatomical configurations
ed and exist only as rea1
in the brain. It is thus with growing apprehension that one
turns to the two final chapters of the book, chapter 8 on,
on '
'psychopathology and evolutionary structuralism' and chapter 9
'implications for social science'. Under 'psychopathology'
on 'implications
v18
'schizophrenia',9 'depression',
v7e find considerations of 'schizophrenia'
'obsessive~compulsive traits'.
'alcoholism', 'phobia', and 'obsessive~compulsive
those p •'schizophrenia
schizophrenia oiv is most elaborate+y dealt with
Among those,
and I Shall,
shall, accordingly, restrict myself to that case.
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Observing that a multitude of symptoms may be taken to indicate
schizopnrenia the authors list four major 'cardinal signs' of
the illness (briefly» blurring of subject-object differentiation»
differentiation g
difficulty with abstraction
abstraction»g looseness of associations
associations»g and
disorder of affect control)
control)>>g and they note that 'all schizophrenic
patients manifest almost all these symptoms if they are assiduously
searched out' (171). They then go on to relate each of those
symptoms to specific cerebral subsystems which were described
earlier. They observe that even though damage to one or more of
these subsyst~sg
subsyst~s» or areas
areas»g may produce any single symptom of
schizophrenia
schizophrenia»g all necessary symptoms are produced only by
schizophrenia. On this basis» and in accordance with their
middle position between localizationists and generalists»
generalists g they
conclu<;le
concluqe that schizophrenia represents ' a partial
partial deficit of
'all
all th~ cerebral adaptive mechanisms described earlier' (173;
emphas'is
emphasis original). They then examine the evidence that exists
in support of the hypothesis that the symptoms of schizophrenia
are genetically determined and review the theories about how
those symptoms are genetically transmitted. On that basis they
construct a model which I) tal~es
variation'
takes account of the great variation
in the relative proportions in which the different symptoms of
schizophrenia are found and 2) at the same time supports the
view f!hat
tiha,t schizophrenia is to be regarded
regarded»g nevertheless
nevertheless»g as one
isolaQlecerebral condition of malfunctioning of various
cereb~at
interrelationcereb~al s!;bsystems,
s!;bsystems» and 3) emphasizes the genetic interrelation
ship of'those multiple cere!)ral
precere~ral subsystems. The argument is pre
sented with admirable logic and clarity» a model case of '
alternation'»g and the model has implications»
induc~ive-deductive alternation'
implications g
•'induc~ive-deductive
as theg~thors
theg~thors point out
out»g that reach far beyond schizophrenia
as such.'
speaksuch. The ultimate implication is that 'we can cease speak
ing of m~ltiple
m~ltiple adaptive mechanisms and refer to the entire
human neocortex as the basis for man's primary and unique
adaptation to his physical environment' (181). This may well
have been a layman's starting assumption
assumption»g but Laughlin &
dO
d' Aquili have presented the evidence and the reasoning for
why that' should be.
Let me preface my comments on the authors' trea~ment
trea~ment of
schizopl)renia by emphasizing that I have nothing but admiration
for the 'way they state the~r
the~r case; I am prepared to accept
that ev~ry
But just as the wave
ev~ry bit is scientifically true.
theory ~nd the particle theory of light are
are»g scientifically
speakingig
speaking» 'equally
equally true
true»g there exists likewise a complementary
view of schizophrenia which to my mind carries equal conviction»
and which I find just as relevant from an anthropological point
of view. I am referring
referring»g of course
course»g to the 'double bind'
theory of Gregory Bateson and associates (Bateson 1972) which
is completely ignored ~'y
~.y Laughlin & d' Aquili.
Suffice it
here to r:(ote that the 'double bind' theory does exist. As to
my own reservations about the biogenetic approach to schizo
schizophrenia,
phrenia» I take as the point of departure the four 'cardinal
symptoms' allegedly found in all patients. They made me feel
a little uneasyg
uneasy» as I could well imagine that any psychiatrist
of sufficient assiduousness would be able to elicit them all
in any person (including myself) who iSg
is» forinstance
for instance»g
temporarily placed in a 'double bind' situation. The uneasiness
is not due to a concern for my own sanity but to the fact that
already (m1despecially) at the stage of the diagnosis 'illness'

- 156 is a question of definition. There are considera.ble variations
in respect to which patients would be diagnosed as 'schizophrenic'
in» say» Britain» USA» and Denmark; - let alone perhaps the USSR - .
but even if WE:!
American schizQphrenia'»
w~ restrict ourselves to .''American
defin~d
mentioned,
defin~d by the manifestation of
of the four cardinal symptoms mentioned»
the principle still stands,namely
stands»namely the anthropological principle .
that diagnosis of schizophrenia is a matter of cultural classifi
classification. My initial m'isgivings, are precisely due to the e·ase
with which cultural classification
scienti ...
classifica.tion may be represented as scienti...
fic truthg
trJthg if the cardinal symptoms of schizophrenia can be
scientifically proved
proved to rest on cerebral mqlfunctioning» the
implications for therapy could well be some kind of 'cerebral
engineering',
engineering'~ the consequences of which are far from pleasing
to contemplate.
.

.

.

Be that as ·it
'it may,
may» the principal issue is that of scientific
truth versus cultural classificat:ion.
classifica~ion. In social anthropology we
must take account of both sides. The work of Laughlin
Laughlin&&
d' Aquili is invaluable in that it presents us»
us, for the first
.time~
.time~ with a coherent theoretical exposition of the biological
foundations of structures. But if we have to do the biology~
biology,
we must also do the 'semantics of biology' (Hastrup 1977).
If we concede that 'schizophrenia' can be scientifically
scientificalJ.y
defined as a specific biological condition» and even if we are
prepared to accept that that· condition can be diagnosed in a
completely objective way,
faced with the
way» we are still faced·
anthropologically relevant fact that a person who is» clinical+y
speaking,
somewha~
speaking» quite insane may still function as normal» if somewha~
eccentric» in the community. However» as Mary
J:1ary Douglas .(1970g
118) has pointed out» once the person is admitted to.a mental
hospital» the tolerance of the community is withdrawn and the
person
perSOll is classified as abnormal. This classification is
likely to persist after the person has left hospital having .
become» clinically speaking» 'better'» even 'cured'. (Another
point is that the effectiveness of the cure may well wear off
if the cured person find$ himself in another kind of 'doubl.e
bind' situation in that he receives the message that 'you are
a normal person' simultaneously with the metamessage that 'we
treat you as a normal person though we know perfectly well
that you are mad because you have been to hospital').

<.

,.

In the final short chapter of the book»
book, 'implications for
social scien~e'»
surprisingly, undertake
scien~e'» the authors,
authors» not surprisingly»
the demolition of 'culturology' and end up by envisaging the
emergence of an all-embracing nomothetic science of man» which
may be called anthropology,
anthropology» sociology» or whatever (205). One
would have thought that 'biology' might have been listed as a
candidate as well,
well» but» paradoxically,
paradoxically» I believe that precisely
thanks to the pioneering effort of Laughlin & d' Aquili we
may find also biological reasons for the necessity of incor
incorporating and at the same time going beyond biology. Granted
that humans all
over the world theorize in much the same way»
allover
the salient point is that the similarity depends on whether
they theorize about the same kind of phenomena with the same
kind of purpose (cf. Crick 19i6g
19/6g 157-58). (And I believe
that we can safely say that the 'schizophrenias' of bio
biogenetic theory and of 'double bind' theory do not refer to
the same kind of phenomenon). Tharu{s to the revolution that
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occurred as a consequence of the biologically based capacity for
cognitive extension of prehension
.. man may be viewed as a self-defining
prehension..man
and reali
ty-generating species (Crick 1976). So if there exists no
reality-generating
reality intervening between the brain and the environment, we might as
well generate one, or rather, we should envisage one total reality
which comprises the brain and the environment, as well as the synthesis
produced by the dia,lectical
relationship between the two. L~vi-Strauss,
L~vi-Strauss,
di~lecticalrelationship
in arguing
a~guing against a view
view of the brain·
brain and the environment as mutually
irredltcible entities, has put i t th:isway: ' ••• any attempt to set up the
mind and the world as separate entities would bring us back to meta
metaphysi9s
physi9so•.. The world outside, that is ecology, can only be apprehended
through sensory perception and through the processing of sensory data
which,takes place in the brain. All these phenomena must share some
something in common which might explain their collusion' (1974:20). This
staterpent
state~ent I take as being not a refutation of biogenetic theory, but a
way of incorporating it and at the same time transcending it in its
prese~t
shape.
'This brief book', Laughlin &
& d'Aquili say, 'is not
prese~tshape.
meanta~
meant: a$ the last word. We hope it will only be the first' (16). I
sincerely share their hopes.

Jan Ovesen
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